Tuesday 3 May 2022

Rand note: the rand has weakened substantially on concerns over the size, and
pace of FOMC interest rate hikes

•

So far this quarter, the rand averages R15.08/USD, weakening substantially over the
second half of April as markets increasingly worried that the US would hike its interest
rates significantly more than SA in Q2.22, and H2.22.

•

Tomorrow night’s (SA time) FOMC meeting will be a key determinate for the domestic
currency, with a 50bp hike in US interest rates factored in by the markets, although there
are some worries of a 75bp hike instead, which have driven the rand particularly weaker
recently.

•

While a 50bp lift is most likely, the FOMC sees another meeting next month (June) to
asses, and change, monetary policy yet again, and markets have factored in another 50bp
hike in June, and indeed two more at the FOMC’s July and September meetings, a 2% lift
in total.

•

SA in comparison only has three monetary policy meetings in the period, and markets do
not expect the same trajectory of rate hikes, with just under a 50bp hike in the repo rate
anticipated this month (88% chance of a 50bp hike.)

•

In fact, financial markets have fully factored in a 250bp hike in the fed funds rate by year
end, while in SA just under a 2.00% hike in the repo rate is expected from here this year,
less than that of the US which would narrow the differential between SA and US interest
rates.

•

Such an outcome typically results in rand weakness, and the rand is likely factoring this in
ahead of time. Additionally however, a 2.00% lift in SA’s repo rate in the remainder of this
year would be negative for economic growth.

•

Commodity prices have moderated, and are expected to drop further as global economic
growth expectations have weakened for 2022, and the coal price (SA’s leading export this
year) is significantly lower than two weeks ago.

•

The second half of April also saw a negative impact to SA’s trade balance from the extreme
floods in KZN and disruptions to exports, which would have had a negative effect on the
rand, at the same time as the market concerns over FOMC hawkishness elevated.

•

The sell-in-May and-go-away adage for financial markets refers to the advent of the
Northern hemisphere summer vacation period, and also adds to risk aversion and so
typically some EM currency weakness, along with other perceived risk assets.
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•

The US dollar has seen marked strength, which has changed the EUR/USD forecast, and
has also impacted the USD/ZAR projections, allowing for an average of R15.40/USD for
the rand this quarter, although it is at risk of further weakness.

•

That is, the rand remains at risk of a weaker interest rate hike cycle in South Africa than in
the US, with the domestic currency seeing severe depreciation in the past when the
differential between US and SA interest rates has been significantly narrowed.

•

Additionally, the sell-in-May and-go-away phenomenon tends to see rand weakness in the
middle two quarters of the year, and rand strength in the first and last quarter of the year.
Markets also worry about the impact of a 2.50% US rate hike on future global growth.

•

US CPI and PPI figures are due out on the 11th and 12th for this month, and are likely to
see some further upwards pressure, but the large jumps in annual inflation are likely over,
as base effects will increasingly come into effect for the remainder of 2022.

•

However, this is the expected case of no further sharp elevation in commodity prices from
here (particularly in fuel and food prices), and that the US avoids 75bp hikes in its interest
rates, and indeed, slows down the rate hike pace to 25bp moves in Q3.22.

•

Already in the EU, stagflationary (rising inflation and slowing economic growth) concerns
are worrying investors, with Q1.22 seeing a drop in the growth rate while EU inflation
reached a high in April, and core inflation for the bloc jumped up.

•

The rand has retraced some of its losses, from R16.20/USD yesterday, to R15.93/USD
today, while against the euro it is at R16.77/EUR (R15.88/USD in mid-April) , with
substantial USD strength a key factor in recent rand movements.

•

Against the GBP the rand has weakened to R19.95/USD (although yesterday it reached
R20.28/USD), from R19.12/USD mid-April, and a low of R18.93/USD for this year at the
end of March.

•

The rand has weakened 9% against the USD since mid-April, 6% against the EUR and
5% against the GBP. In contrast in April 2020 the rand weakened beyond R19.00/USD,
by 27.6% from R14.00/USD at the start of 2020.

